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ABSTRACT

“Real Time Digital Strip Chart Emulation”, a paper presented in the 1987 ITC Proceedings
is reviewed for continuity and the digital techniques applicable to range data display are
expanded upon. The paper seeks to present the process of recording telemetered signals in
the RTDSCE data management scheme. Direct hardware interfacing is discussed with
emphasis on automation and manpower reduction. Time code display and various mass
storage possibilities are explored. The merits of video monitoring and the workstation
concept during playback are evaluated.

THE REAL TIME DIGITAL STRIP CHART EMULATION (RTDSCE)
PROCESS

Real Time Digital Strip Chart Emulation is a process designed to improve range telemetry
efficiency through state of the art data display. The key goals during the development of
the RTDSCE process were:

1. The process should allow the data to be viewed in real time.
2. The process should eliminate the need for a D/A conversion for display.
3. The process should minimize the amount of required operator intervention.

These goals were achieved with consideration given to the limited space available in
telemetry ground stations. The RTDSCE system which fulfills these requirements is
intended to replace the strip chart recorder as the primary data display device.

The system is centered around a controller which manages all inputs in real time. These
inputs include digital telemetry data from a processor or front end equipment, control
inputs from a host computer and manual inputs from the operator. Data is merged with
critical information such as scales, engineering units, time code, user text and grid lines
resulting in a flexible formattable display.



The controller receives formatted digital signals via a 16-bit parallel interface or an 8-bit
parallel (IEEE-488) bus. The system displays a reconstructed analog representation of
every channel without the need for DACs and analog cabling. Position and scale can be
quickly changed by the local operator or host mainframe. Up to 80 channels may be
received simultaneously and when data is being acquired at a rate faster than the display
(or print) rate of the the system, a peak capturing routine displays all fast transitions and
transients at full amplitude. The system can also accommodate up to 80 discrete or event
channels.

A video monitor is considered the primary display device. Test data is scrolled in real time
across the screen. The monitor also acts as a prompting device during off-line set-up. A
permanent hard copy record is generated by a high speed electrostatic printer.

While not application dependent, the modular system is extremely flexible and
configurable. The controller, keyboard, monitor and printer are all separate modules and
need not be located in the same rack. For instance, printers can be placed in another part of
the facility, say a chart room, where their noise will not distract mission personnel. Several
monitors may be mounted in the same console, away from the controller, where they can
be viewed by a single operator to improve space efficiency. Several slave monitors can be
connected to a single controller for remote/VIP room viewing.

THE RTDSCE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The RTDSCE process has now been thoroughly implemented in an integrated hardware
system with operating software. A key design goal was to develop a flexible architecture
that would allow virtually unlimited future expansion of system capabilities. A multiple
microprocessor (68000 Series), multiple bus architecture was chosen to achieve this goal.

The first task was to sort the functions required by the general structure of the open
architecture from the functions specific to applications. All general functions were made
resident in a Controller composed of a System Board, disk drive and backplane. Specific
functions were treated as peripherals to the system. Each peripheral was designed a plug-in
module which fits one of the eleven slots available in a Controller cage. For example the
high speed hardcopy function is achieved by a separate chart generation unit connected to
the Controller System Board via a simple high-speed serial link running at 4MHz. The
video signal to the System Monitor is achieved by a peripheral plug-in Video Controller
Board.

Data inputs are grouped on plug-in modules mounted in the ten slots adjacent to the Video
Controller and System Boards. The real time performance of the system is independent of
the number of plug-in modules thus the number of input channels.



The Controller is capable of generating two simultaneous pictures for display on the
Monitor. One of these pictures is that of scrolling signal traces, text and grids. The other is
a fixed plan of alphanumerics for menu display. These menus show instantaneous status of
any system parameter.

The system software and hardware architectures are designed so that any future modules
to be developed will be compatible without any update of the original system. This will
allow expansion capability when more powerful and new options become available. This
system will also be readily adaptable to changes in the application.

TRIPLE BUS BACKPLANE

The Controller is built around a triple bus backplane to which all 12 slots are connected.
Only one slot is specialized to house the System Board, which manages system
programming and the associated interfaces. The eleven other slots are undedicated and
may receive optional system boards.

The Control Bus

The System Board control all other boards over this bus which meets the VME standard in
terms of electrical levels, communication protocols and configuration of connections. It is
configured in a simplified mode: “single master”. The VME standard was selected for its
high level of reliability and wide availability of components for its connections. However
the complete VME functionality (“multi-master”) has not been implemented because it
was not required by the selected software architecture and unused connections were
required to implement the two other system buses.

The High Speed Data Bus

This bus is designed for high speed transfer of 20-bit data from one board to any other
board. Typically, the 20 bits will be used divided into 12 bits for data, address bits, trigger
and marker bits. The management of this bus is not performed by the System Board. A
dedicated bus controller (Sequencer) insures the transfer of data from source boards to
receiving boards. The Sequencer and the boards involved in the transfer are programmed
by the System Board under user control. The data bus meets the electrical specifications of
the VME standard which allows data rates up to 10M Words Per Second. Data sampling
and transfer are synchronized by a common clock generating pulses which are received by
all boards.



The Real Time Bus

This bus carries all signals required for operation of the real time output devices of the
system, the monitor and hardcopy unit.

Every data input board generates a raster signal per trace. These signals are multiplexed
into a composite raster signal which is directly sent to the hardcopy Unit and the graphic
memory of the Video Controller. This bus has 4 output channels which may be used to
send composite signals to 4 independent devices.

Both Real Time Bus and High Speed Data Bus operate independently from the Control
Bus. Thus data acquisition and data display functions may be performed without
interference as the user enters commands into the system.

DIRECT HARDWARE INTERFACING

One of the major concerns of today telemetry users is to improve the operating efficiency
of the display function. Conventional display technologies such as strip chart recorders
require a large amount of manpower per display channel. Recently, workstations have
been able to make continually varying plots versus time. This has been made possible by
important progresses in hardware and software. They represent a significant improvement
in efficiency. The RTDSCE is a process which closely emulates real time display devices
such as strip chart recorders while simplifying operating procedures and increasing
accuracy.

Direct recording of digitized signals from the host is the scheme proposed by the
RTDSCE. This is made easy by the digital structure of the system. Continuous analog
representation of every channel is generated from a stream of digital words sent via a high-
speed digital interface. There is no need for D/A converters to perform the display. This
eliminates the requirement for calibration of the display system. This improves the
accuracy of the reading: the resolution of the RTDSCE hardcopy output is the same as the
data sent from the computer - 12 bit. And last but not least, it reduces the hardware
investment required.

The system is fully programmable: its set-up can be changed instantly via local user
control or under control by a remote device (PC, IEEE-488 bus controller or host
mainframe). Depending on user requirements, the format of the displayed channels can be
altered by the local operator using position, scale and limiter controls. It can also be
determined by the format of data being transmitted to the RTDSCE.



The digital interface has to provide fast updating of every channel of data so that the
reconstruction of the waveforms is equivalent or better than with direct analog recording.
If the analog bandwidth is 500Hz per channel, the same channel should be updated at a
higher rate such as 5kHz (or every 200µs ). In case a system such as the RTDSCE is used
with its full capacity of 80 channels, the acquisition rate of every channel should be as
short as 2.5µs.

In a typical Telemetry Computer System configuration, the RTDSCE is connected to the
computer via a DR11 compatible input Interface. DR11 compatibility has been selected
because of its broad acceptance and its compliance with our requirement for a continuous
acquisition rate of 2µs per data word. The RTDSCE input interface (PB861) is capable of
generating 8 continuous traces and 8 discrete channels for display on the Video monitor
and printing on the chart. If more than 8 channels are required, additional digital inputs
(PB860) are added which connect to a 16-bit parallel output of the PB861 in a daisy chain
configuration. Figure 1 shows an example of a 40-channel RTDSCE receiving data from a
Gould computer fitted with the HSDRX - DR11 compatible interface.

Figure 1 - RTDSCE Data Input Block Diagram

The computer regulates the data flow in order to generate the required time scale on the
display. All channels are individually addressable so that acquisition rate can be different
for every channel. Data may be acquired at a rate faster or slower than the display (or
print). When the rate is higher, a peak capturing routine computes the minimum and the
maximum values and a segment is generated which joins them to produce a continuous
trace. When the rate is slower, input data is maintained, without the need for updating, and
a continuous trace is represented.

Time reference can be sent together with processed data using discrete channels. Anyone
of the discrete channels features programmable amplitude up to full display (or print)
width. This enables the generation of time lines.



MAJOR NEW SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS

To fully implement the RTDSCE process we have utilized the flexible, open architecture
of the system and developed enhancements which go several steps further toward
establishing current standards for realtime telemetry data display. Among those are:

The Code Interlacing- a plug-in board which is connected to a time code source by a
simple BNC cable, this enhancement makes alphanumeric time code in a variety of
formats, a slo-code translation of the original code signal, and a demodulated DC code
tracing available to the system for display on the real-time monitor. This display is also
sent to the hard-copy device if the operator chooses.

Unlike strip chart IRIG decoder devices this interface will decode IRIG time over a
range of tape speeds not equal to the original record speed. This range is from /32 to
X8, which allows fast scanning for useful data or time base adjustment with slow play-
back while still displaying accurate timing information. Further, the board provides two
programmable triggers that activate either internal program functions or external
devices (i.e. tape recorders) upon recognition of a programmed time.

Analog System Input Interfaces - as it is realized that a number of existing and planned
telemetry ground station systems have only analog signal output capability, we have
developed a series of analog inputs for the RTDSCE system. These range from simple
4 channel couplers to complex waveform digitizers. Analog to digital conversion is
done on-board each of these plug-in boards. Each is set up locally from the system
keyboard or remotely over the system remote interfaces.

Once in the system, an analog board is under control of the system Controller and data
is routed on the high speed Data Bus or I/O bus depending on the board used.

A Four channel coupler is most often used when connecting to a PDAC over which
pre-scaled, time base adjusted signals are being routed. When the possibility of high
speed transient data exists, such as the from voltage spikes or fusing actions, a
waveform digitizer board is used. This device acts as either a buffer memory for time
base expansion of the recorded signal or as an I/O Controller when an external mass
storage sub-system is used, depending on the application and user preference.

Each of the analog input channels has associated with it one discrete (event) channel.
This channel is activated by TTL or contact closure and can be used as a trigger to
activate pre-programmed functions or execution steps in system memory.



There are a number of other enhancements planned for the system. These will be
discussed in detail in future works on the RTDSCE process.

FUTURE STEPS TOWARD SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

The RTDSCE process and the Gould RTDSGE system have been so well received in the
telemetry and simulation communities that we now plan to expand the scope of the original
program and explore small scale integrated telemetry pre-processing systems. These
complace, transportable units will be composed of a telemetry data acquisition front-end,
the RTDSCE systems in the data management and display sub-system role, and a mass
storage sub-system. (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Integrated Telemetry Pre-processing System

This turn-key system will provide all the major processing steps mot users need
downstream of the receiving equipment including signal recognition and lock, decom,
tagging, basic EU conversions, data routing, flexible data display/hard copy and mass
storage.

While the exact components of the integrated system are not completely defined as of this
writing, we are making advances daily on this key program and expect to have fully
operational, demonstrable systems later this year.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

With the development of the RTDSCE process, we set about to help improve the
efficiency of ground state operations by automating and systemizing much of the display
component of the telemetry data processing task. A “worksystem” which combines the
best aspects of traditional strip chart recording with graphics workstation technology was
developed to achieve the three goals of the RTDSCE process: Maintain broad band, high
dynamic range real-time display, eliminate redundant DAC conversions, and automate to
the point that minimal operator intervention is required.

Key to achieving these goals were the utilization of advanced micro-processor
technologies, board based system components and a flexible architecture based on multiple
busses for maximum multi-tasking efficiency in a small instrumentation system.

We are continually enhancing the process, adding features and functions to expand on this
now widely accepted methodology. Future direction includes the expansion into small-
scale integrated telemetry processing systems that incorporate RTDSCE and provide turn-
key data management under the highly adaptable RTDSCE processing scheme.


